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SPU IMPROVED
BREATHABILITY

ONE AIR SUPPLY INFLATES ALL HOVERTECH DEVICES.
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The Circle of Safety showcases Hovertech’s comprehensive range that
offers a solution to all your manual handling issues.

SPU IMPROVED
BREATHABILITY

IMPROVE PATIENT CARE WITH HOVERTECH’S HIGHLY BREATHABLE SPU PRODUCTS
WHY IS BREATHABILITY SO IMPORTANT?
Breathability, or the technical term, Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate (MVTR), is
the measure of how quickly moisture passes through a material, in this case, the

A BREATHABLE DEVICE CREATES
OPTIMAL MICROCLIMATE
A BREATHABLE DEVICE CREATES OPTIMAL MICROCLIMATE

HoverMatt fabric. The higher the rate, the more breathable the fabric.
When a patient is lying on a bed, unable to move, moisture such as sweat will begin
to form on the skin and be transferred onto the fabric. If the fabric isn’t sufficiently
breathable, the moisture remains and can cause overheating, lingering odours and

Evaporation

general discomfort. This is why a breathable fabric is so important.
Air/Gas
exchange
through
fabric

BREATHABILITY IN HOVERTECH’S SPU RANGE
The improved nylon on the HoverMatt SPU has been tested by an independent lab,

Facilitates
evaporation and
minimises heat and
moisture on the
patient’s skin

Top & bottom
fabric layers

using the B method* per ASTM E96 and has one of the highest MVTR currently
available on the market. The entry threshold for breathable applications is 500 g/

Breathable fabric allows air to circulate under the patient and evaporation to take place.
Breathable
fabric allows
air will
to circulate
under
the patient
andand moisture on
These
highly evaporative
properties
help facilitate
the reduction
of heat
theevaporation
patient’s skin, to
greatly
the potential
pressure injuries.
takereducing
place. These
highlyforevaporative
properties

m2/day.
The HoverMatt SPU MVTR is 613.23 g/m2/day, 23% above the entry threshold for

will help facilitate the reduction of heat and moisture on the

breathability.

patient’s skin, greatly reducing the potential for pressure injuries.

Moisture Vapor Transmission Rate - Improved HoverMatt
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HoverMatt SPU

•

The local tissue temperature and moisture (relative humidity) at the
body/support surface interface

•

Breathable fabric means that the outermost layer that is touching the
patient allows for evaporation

•

Evaporation disperses the heat and moisture on the patient’s skin

Breathability Threshold

Independent lab study - per ASTM E96
*B method (open cup) is the chosen testing method that best replicates a patient lying in
bed with normal perspiration/MVT.
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HOVERTECH | HOVERMATT SPU
The HoverMatt® air transfer system is the number one choice for hospitals for
lateral patient transfers and patient repositioning. When inflated, a cushion of

air beneath the HoverMatt SPU reduces the force required to move a
patient by 80-90%1, enabling caregivers to safely transfer patients without

IMPROVED
BREATHABILITY

lifting or straining.
This SPU version eliminates costs and logistics associated with reprocessing
and greatly reduces risk of cross-contamination. By eliminating injuries related
to lateral transfers and repositioning, the Single-Patient Use HoverMatt® can
help improve staff retention while meeting legislative guidelines for safe patient

Radiolucent/MRI compatible

handling. Although a disposable device, this HoverMatt SPU is capable of being
used multiple times during the patient’s stay in hospital.
J. Barry, ‘The HoverMatt System for Patient Transfer: Enhancing Productivity, Efficiency and Safety’,
JONA, Vol. 36, No.3, 2006, pp 114-117
1

MATERIAL SPECS
Sewn construction
Top: Non-woven polypropylene fibre
Bottom: Nylon twill

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid inflation

Latex free

Improves patient
and caregiver
safety and comfort
during transfers

Water soluble perimeter thread - Thread in sewn
handles is NOT water soluble
WEIGHT LIMIT: 544kg
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)
DO NOT LAUNDER

Significantly reduces the possibility
of cross contamination

AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES
34” - 86cm W x 198cm L | 39” - 99cm W x 198cm L | 50” - 127cm W x 198cm L
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MHHT-HMSPU-34

MHHT-HMSPU-39

MHHT-HMSPU-50

Ideal for use in any patient care
department

HOVERTECH | HOVERMATT SPU LINK
The HoverMatt® Single-Patient Use (SPU) Link features all of the
trusted benefits of the original HoverMatt SPU combined with

unique connecting straps that attach to the bedframe. The
Velcro® connecting straps reduce the need for boosting and
improve patient comfort, and keep the SPU Link in place
on the bed. The inflated mattress cradles the patient while moving

Highly breathable fabric
allows for greater moisture
vapor exchange and quicker
moisture evaporation

them in a stable position, eliminating skin shear and bruising while

UNIQUE
CONNECTING
STRAPS

providing maximum comfort to the patient.
The SPU Link is the first in HoverTech’s new product line of HoverMatt
SPUs with enhanced breathability, providing an elevated standard

Ideal for use in any patient care
department

of care for patient handling and pressure injury prevention.

MATERIAL SPECS
Sewn construction
Top: Non-woven polypropylene fibre
Bottom: Nylon twill

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid inflation
Enables
caregivers to
safely transfer,
turn and position
patients without
lifting or straining

Latex free
Water soluble perimeter thread - Thread in sewn
handles is NOT water soluble
WEIGHT LIMIT: 544kg
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)
DO NOT LAUNDER

Radiolucent/MRI compatible

AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES
34” - 86cm W x 198cm L | 39” - 99cm W x 198cm L
Significantly reduces the possibility
of cross contamination

MHHT-HMSPU-LINK-34

MHHT-HMSPU-LINK-39
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HOVERTECH | HOVERMATT REUSABLE
The HoverMatt® air transfer system is the number one choice of hospitals for
lateral patient transfers and patient repositioning. When inflated, a cushion
of air beneath the mattress enables caregivers to safely transfer patients

REDUCES
INJURIES
RELATED TO
TRANSFERS

without lifting or straining.
By reducing injuries related to lateral transfers and repositioning, the
HoverMatt® air transfer system helps to improve staff retention while meeting
legislative guidelines for safe patient handling. The HoverMatt comes in 28”,

Radiolucent/MRI compatible

34”, 39” and 50” widths, as well as a heat sealed or double-coated option, to
meet all patient and departmental needs.
Heat-Sealed: Heat-sealed construction eliminates needle holes that are potential
bacterial pathways.
Double Coated: The Double Coated version offers fluid and stain resistance, making it
ideal for the O.R. or maternity wards.
MATERIAL SPECS
Heat Sealed
Nylon twill

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid inflation

Seams: RF welded seams
Latex free
Double Coated
Nylon twill with silica polyurethane coating on
patient side

Improves patient
and caregiver
safety and comfort
during transfers

Seams: RF welded seams
Latex Free
WEIGHT LIMIT: 544kg

Ideal for use in any patient care
department

COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)
AVAILABLE IN 4 SIZES

28” - 71cm W x 198cm L | 34” - 86cm W x 198cm L | 39” - 99cm W x 198cm L | 50” -127cm W x 198cm L
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MHHT-HMHS-28

MHHT-HMHS-34

MHHT-HMHS-39

MHHT-HMHS-50

MHHT-HMDC-28

MHHT-HMDC-34

MHHT-HMDC-39

MHHT-HMDC-50

HOVERTECH | HOVERMATT MINI (HALF-MATT)
Specifically designed for use in Theatre and the Labour and Delivery

Suite, the HoverMatt® Mini (Half-Matt) delivers the same effortless lateral
transfers and repositioning as the standard HoverMatt® Air Transfer System, but
in a shorter length of 114cm to accommodate specialty tables.
Available in SPU or reusable models, including both Heat-Sealed and Double
Coated options.
Heat-Sealed: Heat-sealed construction eliminates needle holes that are potential
bacterial pathways.
Double Coated: The Double Coated version offers fluid and stain resistance, making it
ideal for both theatre and the labour and delivery suite.

Radiolucent/MRI compatible

HALF THE
SIZE OF A
STANDARD
HOVERMATT

MATERIAL SPECS
SPU Version:
Sewn construction
Top: Non-woven polypropylene fibre

Half-length design is ideal for use with
Theatre specialty tables

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid inflation

Bottom: Nylon twill
Latex free
Water soluble perimeter thread - Thread in sewn
handles is NOT water soluble
Reusable (Heat Sealed):
Nylon twill
Seams: RF welded seams

At 114cm long, it ends right
below the buttocks making
it effective yet unobtrusive

Latex free
Reusable (Double Coated):
Nylon twill with silica polyurethane coating on
patient side
Seams: RF welded seams
Latex Free
WEIGHT LIMIT: 272kg
AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES
34” - 86cm W x 114cm L
39” - 99cm W x 114cm L (SPU version only)

Reusable (Heat Sealed) 34”: MHHT-HMHS-34MI
Reusable (Double Coated) 34”: MHHT-HMDC-34MI

Available in both reusable and
single-patient use models

SPU 34”: MHHT-HMSPU-34MI
SPU 39”: MHHT-HMSPU-39MI
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)
DO NOT LAUNDER SPU VERSION
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HOVERTECH | HOVERMATT SPLIT-LEG
The HoverMatt® Split-Leg Matt is a specialty transfer mattress

designed for use in the lithotomy position or on surgical
tables when split-leg attachments are used. The Split-Leg

BUILT-IN
SPLIT LEGS

Matt has a patented design that separates the bottom half of the
transfer mattress into two individual segments, or ‘legs’. These
legs snap together for effortless lateral patient transfers and
are then unsnapped for convenient positioning on the procedure
table. Ideal for use in bariatric and urogynaecological procedures.

Radiolucent/MRI compatible

The Split-Leg Matt SPU version provides the added convenience
of disposability once the patient’s hospital stay has concluded.

Split-leg capability allows
appropriate surgical positioning for
lithotomy and more

MATERIAL SPECS
SPU Version:
Sewn construction
Top: Non-woven polypropylene fibre

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid inflation

Bottom: Nylon twill
Latex free
Water soluble perimeter thread - Thread in sewn
handles is NOT water soluble
Reusable (Double Coated):
Material: Nylon twill with silica polyurethane coating
on patient side

Available in both reusable and
single-patient use models

Seams: RF welded seams
Latex Free
Foot-end snaps help keep patient’s
legs together during transfers

WEIGHT LIMIT: 544kg
AVAILABLE IN 1 SIZE
34” - 86cm W x 198cm L
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)
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Reusable (Double Coated) 34”: MHHT-HMSL-34
SPU 34”: MHHT-HMSPU-SL-34
DO NOT LAUNDER SPU VERSION

HOVERTECH | HOVERJACK AIR PATIENT LIFT
Recognised as the industry standard for safe patient lifting, the
HoverJack® air patient lift system allows caregivers to safely lift patients
who have fallen without gathering a lift team. The HoverJack® inflates

to lift patients from the floor to bed or stretcher height in a
supine position, maximising patient comfort and minimising the risk of
injury to the patient and their caregiver. Once the HoverJack® is inflated,
the HoverMatt® air transfer mattress can be used with the same air
supply unit for safe and easy lateral patient transfer to a bed or stretcher.

4 CHAMBERS
FOR LIFTING
Control height through individual
chamber inflation

Minimise staff
members needed to
safely lift patients
who have fallen

MATERIAL SPECS
Top: Oxford Nylon
Bottom: Teflon® impregnated polyester
Latex Free
Self-sealing inflation
valves for ease of
use

WEIGHT LIMIT: 544kg
AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES
32” - 81cm W x 198cm L

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid inflation

39” - 99cm W x 198cm L
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)

Quick release deflation valves to
lower patient if needed

32”: MHHT-HJM-32
39”: MHHT-HJM-39
Teflon® bottom allows for easy
movement across all surfaces
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HOVERTECH | HOVERJACK EVAC II
The Evacuation HoverJack® II device was specifically developed to

meet the demands of ambulance and other emergency rescue
professionals. The Evacuation HoverJack® II can lift and transport bariatric

Inflatable wedge (pillow) with its own
inflation/deflation valves, for patient
comfort. Can be replaced if damaged.

patients, as well as assist in extractions from the home environment,
including down stairs. Four air chambers inflate to lift the patient from
the floor in a seated or supine position, maintaining patient dignity and
minimising risk of injury to the crew by creating a no-lift environment.

Tapered head-end, adjustable
inflation chambers, and steering
straps improve manoeuvrability
around corners and down most
stairwells

PATIENT
HARNESS &
DRAG STRAP

Quick-release
valves expedite
deflation to
lower patient
when needed

MATERIAL SPECS
Top: Oxford Nylon
Removable Skirt: Cordura Fabric

Air chambers inflate
to lift the bariatric
patient from the floor
in a supine or seated
position, creating a
no-lift environment
for the crew

Replaceable Bottom: Teflon® impregnated polyester
Construction: RF-Welded
Straps: Tough nylon webbing straps and strong metal
buckles for added safety
WEIGHT LIMIT:

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid inflation

544kg - vertical lifts
318kg - stairwell evacuations
AVAILABLE IN 1 SIZE
32” - 81cm W x 183cm L
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY

Weight capacity of 318kg for stairwell
evacuations or 544kg for vertical lifts
accommodates most patients

MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)
32”: MHHT-HJEV2-32
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Removable zippered support
skirt with replaceable Teflon
coated bottom, allows device
to be used across rough terrain.

HOVERTECH | HOVERSLING SPLIT-LEG SPU TRANSFER & LIFT
Committed to continuous innovation in the field of safe patient handling and repositioning, HoverTech
International has developed a next generation solution: the HoverSling® Transfer & Lift Device.
Caregivers can now use one, disposable product for nearly all patient handling tasks,

including: lateral transfers, repositioning, turning and vertical lifting.

Strapping design secures and cradles
each limb providing more even lifting and
avoiding the roping effect of many other
sling styles

The HoverSling® Split-Leg is an air-assisted transfer mattress and lift sling in one, designed to
streamline patient handling tasks by reducing the amount of time and money spent on these tasks.

ALL-IN-ONE
SPLIT LEG,
LIFT AND
TRANSFER

The patient also benefits from trusted HoverMatt air technology that reduces skin shear, during lateral
transfers and repositioning, using the HoverTech Air Supply (MHHT-AIR2300).
Six polyester sling support straps (two per side and two between the legs) with loop attachments,

Radiolucent/MRI compatible

enable caregivers to lift patients vertically with the assistance of a mobile or ceiling hoist. When used
as a sling for seated transfers, the patented design cradles the patient’s limbs evenly and securely
for greater comfort. This unique product can also be used as a limb or stabiliser for wound care or
maternity applications.

Large size fits most
patients, eliminating
the need for multiple
sizes

MATERIAL SPECS
Sewn construction
Top: Polyester knit
Bottom: Nylon twill
Latex free
Water soluble perimeter thread - Thread in sewn
handles is NOT water soluble
WEIGHT LIMIT: 317kg
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid inflation

DO NOT LAUNDER
AVAILABLE IN 1 SIZES
34” - 86cm W x 190cm L

MHHT-HSSPU-34

Offers streamlined approach for lateral
and chair transfers saving time from
applying two separate products

Significantly reduces
the possibility of
cross contamination
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HOVERTECH | HOVERSLING REPOSITIONING SHEET
The breathable HoverSling© Repositioning Sheet functions as both a

HoverMatt SPU and sling to streamline manual handling tasks and reduce
the amount of time and money spent using multiple products. With the
HoverSling Repositioning Sheet, caregivers can use one product for lateral

INFLATABLE
WITH SLING

transfers, boosting, positioning, turning and lifting. The patient also benefits from
trusted HoverMatt air technology that reduces skin shear during transfers and

Radiolucent/MRI compatible

repositioning, using the HoverTech Air Supply (MHHT-2300). Also features eight
polyester webbing sling support straps (four per side) with loop attachments,
enabling caregivers to vertically lift the patient and laterally turn them, with the
assistance of a mobile or ceiling hoist.

Unique lift sling design
secures and cradles
limbs for even support

Significantly reduces
the possibility of
cross contamination

MATERIAL SPECS

Large size fits most
patients, eliminating
the need for multiple
sizes

Sewn construction
Top: Polyester knit
Bottom: Nylon twill
Latex free
Water soluble perimeter thread - Thread in sewn
handles is NOT water soluble
WEIGHT LIMIT: 454kg
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)
DO NOT LAUNDER
AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES
39” - 99cm W x 190cm L | 50” - 127cm W x 190cm L

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid inflation
Combined air transfer mattress and
lift sling simplifies product selection
to provide a comprehensive approach
for patients who require vertical
and lateral transfers, turning and
repositioning
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MHHT-HMSLING-39-RS-B

MHHT-HMSLING-50-RS-B

HOVERTECH AIRWEDGE
The AirWedge™ Adjustable Positioning Device inflates to lift
and position the head and chest of a supine patient with minimal
effort and greatly reduced manual handling risk for staff, using
HoverTech’s variable speed Air Supply (MHHT-AIR2300). The

EAR TO
STERNAL NOTCH
POSITIONING

dual chamber design allows the patient’s head and chest to be
adjusted separately, making it easier to achieve ear to sternal
notch positioning regardless of the patient’s body type.
Separate inflation/deflation valves, located on either side of the head
chamber, offer easy access for independent inflation and adjustment
of each chamber. Heat-sealed construction and a microbial-

Heat-sealed construction and a
microbial-controlling nylon fabric
facilitate easy cleaning and minimise
infection control risk.

controlling nylon fabric facilitate cleaning and minimise infection risk.
MATERIAL SPECS
Double Coated nylon twill with silica polyurethane
coating on patient side

Two chamber design
provides maximum
adjustability of head,
neck and chest

Latex Free
Seams: RF welded seams

Inflation/deflation valves located on
either side of the head chamber offer
easy access for inflation and adjustment
of the head and chest chambers.
Low profile when deflated allows
product to be left underneath the
patient in between uses.

Variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply
provides rapid
inflation

WEIGHT LIMIT: 363kg
DIMENSIONS
Deflated: 79cm L x 56cm W
Inflated: 76cm L x 58cm W x 28cm H
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)

MHHT-IW
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HOVERTECH |Q2ROLLER
Frequent turning and positioning is critical for immobile patients, yet it is often
challenging for caregivers to manage. These patient handling tasks require significant
time, effort and manpower, especially when it involves bariatric patients. To address these
concerns, HoverTech has designed the Q2Roller™ Lateral Turning Device for easy and

PRESSURE
CARE &
REPOSITIONING

efficient lateral patient turning. The Q2Roller™ comprises two inflatable chambers

that are controlled by the clinician, using the low air flow setting of HoverTech’s
variable speed Air Supply (MHHT-AIR2300), to achieve optimal positioning for patient
care. The adjustable positioning facilitates better access for hygiene and wound care
applications. By eliminating the need for manual lifting, the Q2Roller™ protects both

the staff from injury and the patient from friction and shearing associated with
traditional repositioning methods. Additionally, the breathble fabric prevents moisture
build-up and enhances comfort, making it safe to leave under the patient between uses.
Being a single patient use, disposable device, it eliminates the need for reprocessing and
reduces potential for cross contamination.

Compatible with
variable speed
HoverTech Air Supply

MATERIAL SPECS
Non-woven polypropylene fibre
Heat Sealed construction
Latex free

Adjustable positioning facilitates
better access for hygiene and
wound care applications

WEIGHT LIMIT: 272kg
DIMENSIONS
Chambers: 112cm L x 112cm W
(combined chamber width)
Apron: 112cm L x 178cm W
COMPATIBLE WITH HOVERTECH AIR SUPPLY
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)
Includes 5 x Q2R Pads
MHHT-Q2R-BX5
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Breathable fabric prevents
moisture build-up and
enhances patient comfort
Disposable device eliminates
the need for reprocessing
and reduces potential for
cross contamination

Turning chambers provide periodic
pressure relief from bony prominences

HOVERTECH | AIRSUPPLY 2300
The HoverTech variable speed Air Supply offers six airflow options in one convenient
piece of equipment. It allows patients to be safely and efficiently transferred and
repositioned (laterally) or lifted (vertically), when used in conjunction with HoverTech’s
range of HoverMatts and HoverJacks. Four slower air flow options are available for several
other HoverTech positioning devices.
•

Lift and position patients with a variable speed option for gentler operation

•

Quieter operating system offers improved comfort for agitated patients

•

A flexible connection between handle and air supply body prevents damage to

VARIABLE
AIR SPEED

furnishings and equipment

•

2 hose sizes available: 1.5m and 7.6m

MHHT-AIR2300

Slower, quieter variable speed motor offers
improved patient comfort, including slower
inflation for agitated patients

SUITABLE FOR:

The expandable hose nozzle is
‘snap-locked’ into a built-in inlet
with attached fluid prevention
cover to secure it for operation

HoverMatt (Reusable and SPU)
HoverMatt SPU Link
HoverMatt MINI (Reusable and SPU)
HoverMatt Split-Leg (Reusable and SPU)

Variable speed inflation with six airflow
options means only one device is needed
to inflate all HoverMatt and HoverJack
models, as well as HoverTech’s
positioning devices

HoverJack APL

Hose available
in two sizes

HoverJack Evacuation II
HoverSling Split-Leg SPU
HoverSling Repositioning Sheet

A flexible connection between the hanger
and the body of the air supply prevents
damage to furnishings and equipment

AirWedge
Q2Roller
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HOVERTECH PRODUCT COMPARISON
MODEL

AVAILABLE WIDTHS

WEIGHT LIMIT

USES

HoverMatt SPU

34”, 39”, 50”

544kg

Air-assisted technology improving patient and caregiver safety and comfort during transfers. Single-patient
use product eliminates costs and logistics associated with reprocessing and greatly reduces risk of crosscontamination.

4

HoverMatt SPU Link

34”, 39”

544kg

Features all of the trusted benefits of the original HoverMatt SPU combined with unique connecting straps that
attach to the bed frame.

5

HoverMatt Reusable

28”, 34”, 39”, 50”

544kg

Heat-Sealed or Double Coated. Air-assisted technology improving patient and caregiver safety and comfort
during transfers. Inflated mattress moves patient in stable position, reducing skin shear and bruising.

6

HoverMatt SPU/Reusable

34”
39” (SPU version only)

272kg

Shorter length HoverMatt for use in theatre and birthing suite with specialty tables during cystoscopy, labour
and delivery and other gynaecological or urological procedures.

7

34”

544kg

Split-leg HoverMatt for use in the lithotomy position or on surgical tables when the split-leg plates are
employed.

8

32”, 39”

544kg

Safely lift patients who have fallen without gathering a lift team. Consists of four chambers that are inflated
sequentially to lift patients from the floor to bed or stretcher height in a supine position.

9

32”

544kg for vertical lifting
/ 317kg for stairwell
evacuations

Specifically developed to meet the demands of EMS professionals. Can lift and transport bariatric patients, as
well as assist in extractions from the home environment, including down stairs.

10

34”

318kg

Combined air transfer mattress and lift sling device streamlines approach to lateral and bed to chair transfers.
Unique lift sling design secures and cradles limbs for even support, avoiding the roping effect. Features Split-Leg
benefits.

11

39”, 50”

454kg

Combined air transfer mattress and lift sling simplifies product selection to provide a comprehensive approach
for patients who require vertical and lateral transfers, turning and repositioning.
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AirWedge

One Size

363kg

Inflatable device used to adjust the position of the head, neck and chest of a supine patient

13

Q2Roller

One Size

272kg

Comprises two breathable inflatable chambers to facilitate easy and efficient lateral patient turning for pressure
care and repositioning.

14

Air Supply 2300

-

-

Variable speed air supply designed to inflate all HoverTech devices.
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MINI

HoverMatt SPU/Reusable

Split-Leg

HoverJack (Air Patient Lift)

Evacuation
HoverJack

Evacuation II (EMS)
HoverSling SPU

Split-Leg

HoverSling SPU

Repositioning Sheet
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HOVERTECH ACCESSORIES

UNIVERSAL HOVERMATT CART

CLAX CART

MHHT-UHMC

OHWQ-CC

HOVERMATT
AIR SUPPLY HOSE PIPE - 1.5M
PAHT-AIRHOSE5

Accessing safe patient handling

The Clax Cart is conveniently

equipment is faster and easier when

designed to carry your Air Supply

1.5m Standard HoverMatt Air Supply

the HoverMatt transfer mattress,

and both HoverJack and HoverJack

replacement hose pipe and fittings.

Air Supply and accessories are

Evacuation.

conveniently stored in the HoverMatt
Universal Cart. This wheeled cart is
designed to hold any HoverTech Air
Supply model and one box of SinglePatient Use HoverMatts or several
reusable HoverMatts. The streamlined
construction provides a sturdy design
while making it easier to clean for
optimal infection control.

Weighing only 7kgs, the Clax is easy
to use and navigate. It will work on

HOVERMATT
MRI HOSE FOR AIR SUPPLY - 7.6M

all surfaces including carpet, lino,

PAHT-HTA-MRI

timber, etc. Once folded down the
Clax trolley is only 670mm long x

The 7.6m (25ft) MRI Hose enables

47mm wide x 110mm high and will

caregivers to use the HoverMatt in MRI

fit easily into a car boot or placed

by keeping the Air Supply out of the

away in a cupboard or under a desk.

imaging environment.
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HOVERTECH ACCESSORIES

AIR SUPPLY HOSE COVER

Q2R PADS

PERFORATED DISPOSABLE COVER

MHHT-HMASHC

MHHT-Q2R-CHX-R-50

SHEETS

HoverTech’s Air Supply Hose

The Q2R™ Pad can be placed on

Cover is a convenient, disposable

top of the Q2Roller® Lateral Turning

The Disposable Sheet features an absorbent

cover that protects the entire

Device, as well as our other patient

top and impervious underside material and is

length of the Air Supply Hose from

handling products as a protective

electronically weakened down the centre to

soiling.

layer. The absorbent, breathable

allow for easy removal.

MHGD-DCSP-BX100

fabric wicks away moisture and
helps to control the microclimate of
the patient’s skin. Adhesive strips
keep the Q2R Pad securely in place.

The Disposable Sheet may be used with
the HoverMatt transfer mattress in any
patient care department to keep it clean and
is especially applicable in the ER, O.R. and
during any procedure that results in excessive
bodily fluids.
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FAQS
Are the snaps on the HoverMatt safe in an MRI environment?

The snaps on the entry end of the mattress and on the end of the hose are not magnetic. They are nickel-plated brass and not chrome-plated steel. If you wish to
use the HoverMatt in the MRI environment, a 7.6 metre, non-metal hose MUST be used so that the air supply can be kept outside of the room.

Are all the HoverTech air transfer mattresses latex free?

Yes.

How long can you leave a patient on a HoverMatt?

A HoverMatt can be left underneath a patient for their entire hospital stay. Pressure studies are available.
The reusable HoverMatt can be machine laundered. The regular Heat-Sealed HoverMatt can also be machine dried.

Can you clean/launder a HoverMatt?

•
•

Has the HoverMatt had flammability testing?

Yes, and both the reusable and Single-Patient Use HoverMatts passed all required testing.

Is the HoverMatt radiolucent?

The HoverMatt is radiolucent and can be left underneath the patient for all x-rays.

Can the HoverJack be over-inflated and cause it to burst?

No, not if you are using a HoverTech variable speed Air Supply (MHHT-AIR2300). The HoverJack has been tested under conditions that would “over-inflate” using
this air supply.

If you open the red-capped valves, does the HoverJack deflate very
quickly, causing it to be unstable and the patient to fall?

Yes, it will deflate very quickly if you open the red-capped valves all at one time. However, opening the red-capped valves one at a time, beginning at the top,
permits the HoverJack to deflate rather slowly, but steadily. The HoverJack remains stable when deflated properly.

If we want the HoverJack to lift the patient a moderate amount, do all of
the chambers have to be inflated for it to be stable?

No, the HoverJack is made to be stable regardless of how many chambers are inflated. However, the chambers MUST be inflated consecutively from the floor up.
For example, if you only want to inflate 3 chambers, you must inflate chambers 1, 2 then 3.

Will the HoverJack lift a very heavy patient?

Yes. The HoverJack has a weight limit of 545kg. When lifting a heavy patient, extra caution must be taken to centre them properly on the HoverJack.

The Single-Patient Use HoverMatt cannot be laundered and must be discarded upon patient discharge or if the mattress becomes heavily soiled.
All HoverMatt models can be wiped down with the same cleaning products used to disinfect medical equipment
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